Proactively assess your environment

Cyber attacks are growing at an alarming rate and many organizations are struggling to keep up. Talent shortages, knowledge gaps and the constant strain on time lead many security teams to become more reactive to incidents instead of proactively looking for them. But to properly protect your network, you must have a proactive approach to security. The CTIR Incident Response Readiness Assessment Service helps you conduct a systematic analysis of your current incident response processes so you can identify gaps in your workflows and create next steps to implement any necessary changes. When you secure the technical foundation of your business by proactively reviewing your IR practices, you ensure your organization is ready for an attack at any time.

With this service, you will receive

- In-depth analysis of your current IR plan against an evolution and maturity model, including comprehensive stakeholder interviews.
- Detailed summary of key findings and recommended next steps to resolve any IR process gaps laid out across your business and defense processes.
- Formal presentation of key findings and next steps to project stakeholders.

Benefits

- Gain deeper insight into your current practices and enhance visibility into the strengths and weakness of your IR approach.
- Efficiently measure the maturity level of your IR processes so you can fully understand your organization's readiness to detect, response and recover from an incident.
- Utilize expert recommendations on how to remediate any gaps or issues within your IR strategy.
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Optimize your security strategy

By assessing your IR readiness, you ensure your organization is equipped to face attacks. The CTIR team partners with you to detect vulnerabilities and gaps within your IR strategy so you gain actionable recommendations to help optimize your security posture, maintain compliance, and prepare for emerging threats while simultaneously utilizing your current capabilities. The CTIR team evaluates several data points, including previous incidents, current roles and responsibilities, organization design, patching operations, logging capabilities, and more to obtain a deep understanding of your environment. This proactive assessment helps you become more resilient to threats by providing you with remediation recommendations so you can enhance your security posture before potential threats wreak havoc.

Next Steps

To learn more about this service or the Cisco Talos Incident Response Retainer, please contact your account team or visit the Talos Incident Response web page for more information.